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CS50 Walkthrough 4 Marta Bralic



To Do  distribution code  ncurses   move cursor  allow changing user-added numbers, but not original ones.   allow replacement of blank with number   invalid move?   won?



Distribution Code + Debugging   sudoku.h   sudoku.c   600 lines!



  2 window gdb debugging



ncurses  sudoku.h  Allows you to change colors, appearance of your program.  Always have foreground and background color.



 Allows you to have a cursor.  User interface  Updating board



Moving the cursor   Switch statements! switch (test) { case x: case y: //Do this for cases x and y default: //Do this otherwise }



How to refer to keys/cursor?   Keys   KEY_UP   KEY_DOWN   KEY_LEFT   KEY_RIGHT   Cursor   g.board[g.y][g.x] is spot on board where cursor is   g.y is cursor’s y position   g.x is cursor’s x position   showcursor()



Don’t replace original or move when won!  Keep track of locations originally there.  Before moving, ensure that it is not an original number and that game is not won  make a copy of the board at start.  If not a 0 in original board, don’t change it!



Replace blanks/non-original numbers  function, takes one argument ch (ascii)  if ch is 0, . , KEY_BACKSPACE, KEY_DC  set that spot in the board to 0  if ch is numerical between ‘1’ and ‘9’  set that spot in the board to the values 1 through 9, not the ascii 1 through 9  like in Caesar, subtract ‘0’  draw_numbers()



Invalid move!  Check all the values in that row and column for the value in the tile.  Check each box by starting top left, and moving 2 across, and 2 down looking for same value as g.board[g.y][g.x], but “skip” g.board[g.y][g.x]



Won?  Go to each box  Ensure no 0’s  Check for errors  if no zero, and no errors, showbanner



  If not won, return to your box!
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CS50 Walkthrough 4






function, takes one argument ch (ascii). â–« if ch is 0, . , KEY_BACKSPACE, KEY_DC. â–« set that spot in the board to 0. â–« if ch is numerical between '1' and '9'. 
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

distribution code. â–« ncurses. â–« move cursor. â–« allow changing user-added numbers, but not original ones. â–« allow replacement of blank with number. â–« invalid move? â–« won? ... Moving the cursor. â–« Switch statements! switch (test). { case 
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

To Do. â–« distribution code. â–« ncurses. â–« move cursor. â–« allow changing user-added ... Allows you to change colors, ... g.board[g.y][g.x] is spot on board where.
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CS50 Walkthrough 1 - CS50 CDN 

Free Candy. â–« Time for Change. â–« I Saw You ... Free Candy. â–« Seriously, in the CS50 ... ask user for an integer printf("Give me an integer between 1 and 10: ");.
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 - CS50 CDN 

Go to middle if k < value at middle search for k between first and the one before the middle if k > value at middle search for k between one after the middle and last if k = value at middle return true. If you haven't found k after this loop, return 
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 - CS50 CDN 

what type are these values? â–« how do we initialize them? â–« don't forget! â–« swap tiles for even d ... Questions? Please email me feedback: [email protected].
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 

search. â–« sort. â–« fifteen.c. â–« distribution code ... Re-implement as binary! â–« why? â–« 2 main ways. â–« iterative. â–« recursive. Page 6. Binary Search: Iterative. Go to middle.
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 

Go to middle if k < value at middle search for k between first and the one before the middle if k > value at middle search for k between one after the middle and ...
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CS50 Walkthrough 1 

Videos on website. â–« Purpose. â–« To guide you through the week's assignment ... poor/fair/good/better/best ... Building Blocks. â–« printf. â–« GetInt(). â–« â€œthinkingâ€�.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 - CS50 CDN 

A bitmap is a series of consecuÃ»ve pixels described after each other. â€¢ Also has â€œmetadataâ€� in first 54 bytes consisÃ»ng of two headers.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 6 - CS50 CDN 

Slow but simple: Linear search every fme. â€“ don't do this! â€¢ Hash tables. â€¢ Tries ... easy if you've kept a counter that you increment every fme you load a word.
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52/cs50! - CS50 CDN 

SSH. â€¢ Secure Shell. â€¢ Allows you to access another computer through command-â€�line interface. â€¢ We use SSH to connect to the CS50 Cloud!
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52/cs50! - CS50 CDN 

A condi on may have two values: true or false. â€¢ May be expressed as a logical expression or a. 'bool' variable. â€¢ Can be thought of as a yes/no ques on, or a.
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cs50.c 1/5 cs50.c 2/5 - CS50 CDN 

11: * Based on Eric Roberts' genlib.h and simpio.h. 12: *. 13: * The latest version of this file can be found at. 14: * http://www.cs50.net/pub/releases/cs50/cs50.h.
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Walkthrough 8 

index.html â€“ homepage. â–« buildings.js â€“ buildings in the game. â–« houses.js â€“ Harvard houses + locations. â–« math3d.js â€“ movement math. â–« passengers.js â€“ all the people in the game. â–« service.css â€“ appearance of the homepage. â–« 
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Walkthrough 8 

Agenda. â–« Distribution Code. â–« HTML + CSS. â–« Javascript. â–« API's: Google Earth and Google Maps. â–« Pickup. â–« Dropoff. â–« Choice of feature ...
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Walkthrough 8 

index.html â€“ homepage. â–« buildings.js â€“ buildings in the game. â–« houses.js â€“ Harvard houses + locations. â–« math3d.js â€“ movement math. â–« passengers.js â€“ all the ...
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cs50.c 1/5 cs50.c 2/5 - CS50 CDN 

delete from middle or tail. 100: else. 101: {. 102: predptr->next = ptr->next;. 103: free(ptr);. 104: }. 105: 106: // all done. 107: break;. 108: }. 109: else. 110: {. 111:.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 

Data structures, hexadecimal, and pointers. â€¢ Programs: â€“ whodunit. â€“ resize. â€“ recover ... Image recovery! ... Go through each block in the disk image and: 1.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 

Image recovery - Steps. â€¢ Steps: Go through each block in the disk image and: 1. If we find a JPEG signature, start wriÃ»ng the bytes out to another file. 2. If we find a new JPEG signature, close that old file and go back to 2. 3. If we find the E
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 

A bitmap is a series of consecuÃ»ve pixels described after each other. â€¢ Also has â€œmetadataâ€� in first 54 bytes consisÃ»ng of two headers.
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CS121 Tease for CS50.pptx - CS50 CDN 

Formal Systems and Computation. â€¢ Two ways to look at it. 1. Study of problems and computers with all their physicality abstracted away q0 q1 q2 q3 a a a a b b.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 6 

create nodes for them. â€“ put these nodes ... store each leâ€ºer i of the word in that node. â€¢ fgetc(dptr) is that ... put a pointer to your node that you just malloced there.
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Mobile Local Walkthrough 

Feb 8, 2011 - or jQTouch) are not necessary, but you can certainly use more than one page if you'd like to. Page 6. Mobile Local. Walkthrough. Tommy. MacWilliam. Setup. JSONP. YQL. Tips and. Tricks. HTML Setup. â–· HTML5 Doctype: . â–· jQuery: .
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CS 50 Walkthrough 6 

Topics: â€“ More data structures, more pointers. â€“ More File I/O. â€¢ You implement: ... convert each leâ€ºer of word tolower. â€¢ hash word and go to that place in array.
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